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AGENDA: 
MAIN OBJECTIVE GROWTH AND COMPETENCY

• The Counselor
• The basics
• Myths vs Facts
• Assessing readiness to help
• Working through personal bias and phobias

• The Client
• Some statistics
• Risk and protective factors
• Decompartmentalization
• Where are they located-stage

• The Care
• Trauma-focused care-review
• Gay-Affirming Approach
• Gay Affirming Solution-Focused Therapy
• Coping skills
• Resources

• The Case Scenario-Jacque
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THE COUNSELOR
The best things you can do for your client is to be genuine
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ENHANCE COMPETENCY THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
CRISP, C., & MCCAVE, E. L. (2007)

• Familiarize self with LGBTQ terminology-Try to stay abreast it changes

• Work to understand that diversity exist among all LGBTQ youth-no one 
person is the same

• Work to understand intersectional identities (mainstream community, 
race/culture, religion and LGBTQ community)

• Learn more about symbols, celebrations (National coming out day: Oct 
11; Gay Pride month: June; National  Day of Silence to protest anti-gay 
bullying and harassment in schools: Held in April

• Familiarize self with common LGBTQ symbols: rainbow flag and human 
rights equality sign 

• Aware of polices that impact LGBTQ youth: Private school are exempt 
from non-discrimination laws; Many LGBTQ are not protected in our 
justice system and are subject to harassment, bullying and abuse.  
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THE BASICS: GENDER IDENTITY
Gender Identity

• One’s innermost concept of self as male, female, a blend of 
both or neither – how individuals perceive themselves and 
what they call themselves. One's gender identity can be the 
same or different from their sex assigned at birth (do I 
consider myself male, female, both, neither?)

• Gender expression - External appearance of one's gender 
identity, usually expressed through behavior, clothing, haircut 
or voice, and which may or may not conform to socially 
defined behaviors and characteristics typically associated 
with being either masculine or feminine

Gender Terminology (www.hrc.org)

• Cisgender-person whose identity aligns with their biological sex

• Gender-fluid-when a person’s gender shifts or fluctuates-may be 
male one day or female the next.  They often change their 
preferred pronoun as they fluctuate

• Genderqueer/nonbinary-is when they don’t identify with 
conventional gender distinctions and can sometimes identify as a 
mix of both male and female

• Queer-a person with fluid identity and orientation

• Gender-neutral-Someone who prefers not to be described by a 
specific gender, but prefers “they” as a singular pronoun

• Gender non-conforming -One who expresses gender outside 
traditional norms associated with masculinity or femininity. Not all 
gender-nonconforming people are transgender, and some 
transgender people express gender in conventionally masculine or 
feminine ways.

• Trans-one whose gender identity differs from their biological sex-
umbrella term for non-cisgender (Trans male-F-T-M; Trans women-
M-T-F)
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THE BASICS: SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Sexual Identity

• How a person identifies their physical and emotional 
attraction to others

• Desire: What genders are you attracted to or desire 
to have sex with

Sexual Orientation-Terms
https://www.wearefamilycharleston.org/lgbt-a-z-glossary/

• Gay describes a person who is emotionally and 
sexually attracted to people of their own gender. It is 
most commonly used when talking about men.

• Lesbian describes a woman who is emotionally and 
sexually attracted to other women

• Bisexual describes a person who is emotionally and 
sexually attracted to people of their own gender 
and people of other genders

• Asexual is generally characterized by not feeling 
sexual attraction or desire for partnered sexuality. 
Asexuality is distinct from celibacy, which is the 
deliberate abstention from sexual activity. Some 
asexual people do have sex. There are many diverse 
ways of being asexual.

• Pansexual is described as one who is attracted 
physically, emotionally and sexually to all gender 
identities and expressions
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LET’S TALK ABOUT MYTHS ABOUT 
LGBTQ DEVELOPMENT (KORT, 2018)

• Myth-1 Being sexual abused in childhood can result in a person becoming LGBTQ
• Sexual abuse can disorient but not orient a youth/teen-can shape behavior but not 

sexual orientation or gender identity 

• Myth-2 LGBTQ orientation can be treated, cured or fixed
• Trying to treat, repair or convert LGBTQ is unethical and damaging to youth/teen

• Myth-3 One can choose to change their orientation
• Orientation is based upon the innate desire/attraction-one can choose to suppress 

or how to express but cannot choose one’s deeply held sense of self or one is 
attracted attracted to

• Myth-4 Adolescences offers another chance at heterosexism
• It’s common for teens to experiment sexually-experimentation does not mean 

conversion

• Myth-5 LGBTQ refers to only sexual behavior
• LGBTQ is an acronym that stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and 

queer/questions.  It speak to sexual behavior, attachment and identity
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COUNSELOR’S ATTITUDE

• Difficulty….

• Affirming gender identity, expression, presentation, and diversity beyond a male-
female binary 

• Acknowledging own biases and phobias

• Recognizing intersections of identities 

• Refuting pathology of gender dysphoria 

• Understanding ongoing nature of competence and empathy building 

• Affirming medical and mental health care needs of trans individuals 

• Understanding that we may miss-step/ mess up 

• Acknowledging that both LGBTQ and cis therapists are vulnerable to concerns in 
the therapeutic relationship and clinical competence
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COUNTERTRANSFERENCE

• Expectations for gendered 
expression 

• Fear of behaving in a phobic 
manner 

• Fear of incompetence 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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HOMOPHOBIA 
DEFINED

• Historically, homophobia is 
defined as feelings of fear, hatred 
and disgust about same sex love 
and attraction

• Today homophobia is best 
described as attitudes that are 
negative, prejudiced or ignorant of 
gender and sexual minorities
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WE ALL  HAVE 
THEM-BIASES

• Despite our best intentions we make 
assumptions about others-Either consciously or 
unconsciously

• Influences by :
• Family of origin-up brining

• Culture

• Personal values

• Societal norm

• Religion

• If left unchecked can manifest by:
• Words spoken and attitude

• Behavior and mannerisms
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COUNSELOR BIAS, STEREOTYPES AND PREJUDICES
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They are no 
different than 
heterosexuals

This person is 
depressed 

its probably 
b/c they are 

lesbian I’m afraid to ask 
about gender 
Identity and 
sexual 
orientation

I feel powerless to help 
since I’m not gay

They are gay b/c 
they were sexually 
abuse

She is trans male why 

do I keep calling him a 

her..



ASSESSMENT TIME
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WORKING THROUGH 
PERSONAL BIASES

• Step One: Identify your biases

• Step Two: Alter thought patterns

• Step Three: Make changes
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THE HEART OF A HELPER
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• Despite the biases, judgements, fears and 
stereotypes our intention is to help and not 
promote hate.

• The only way to bring that positive intention 
to the forefront is to deal with limiting beliefs, 
assumptions and fears that drive our feelings 
and behaviors.

• Limiting beliefs, assumptions and fears puts 
conditions on our success and sets up 
internal roadblocks to treating LGBTQ youth 
and teens

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

http://www.newgrounds.com/art/view/chandlerklebs/rainbow-heart-animation
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


THE CLIENT
Connecting with the client is the key to knowing and helping them
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LGBTQ YOUTH STATISTICS-2018
HTTPS://WWW.HRC.ORG/RESOURCES/2018-LGBTQ-YOUTH-REPORT

• The Human Rights Campaign Survey revealed, based upon participation, 
that there are over 12,000 LGBTQ youth across the nation between the ages 
of 13-17 yrs of age that experience forms of distress as a result of persistent 
challenges that they face in their homes, school and communities.

• 75% struggle with depression

• 70% reported feelings of worthlessness and hopelessness

• 95% struggle with sleep at night

• 65% reported that they hear family members make negative remarks about the 
LBGTQ community

• 26% reported that they feel safe in school

• 5% reported that they felt supported by teachers
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RISK AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS
CRISP, C., & MCCAVE, E. L. (2007)

Risk Factors
• Individual

• Negative outlook on life

• Fear of coming out

• Poor self-regulation

• Poor social skills

• Family

• Parental abuse of alcohol, drugs, criminality 

• An abusive or conflict ridden family 

• Low parental support and education

• Low parental monitoring I

• Insecure parental attachment

• Family history of MI

• School/Community

• Negative school climate

• Absence of appropriate school policies (anti-bully)

• Lack of supporting and affirming adults

• Negative peer networks

• Weak or no connection to one’s culture

• No access to LGBTQ community and resources

Protective Factors
• Individual

• Positive out look on life and one’s GI & SO

• Coming out 

• Adaptively coping with racism and heterosexism

• Good self-regulation

• Good social skills

• Family

• Emotionally available

• Atmosphere for healthy conflict resolution and problem solving

• Parental support and education

• Secure parental attachment

• School/Community

• Inclusive school climate

• Support school policies

• Supportive and affirming adults

• Positive peer networks –GSA and other support groups

• Positive connection to one’s culture

• Access to LGBTQ community and resources
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MINORITY STRESS MODEL

Suggests that LGBTQ youth and 
teens encounter chronic stress as 
a resulting in part from 
experiencing prejudices and 
discrimination causing the 
prevalence of a psychiatric 
disorder
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THE STRUGGLE IS REAL

Trauma-causing events

• Experience stigmatization and  
rejection from home, school, 
community and religious 
organization

• Subject to the use anti-gay 
expressions in the home and at 
school

• Subject to physical and sexual 
abuse and/or acts of violence in 
the home and school

LGBTQ and homelessness

✤Sexual favors in exchange of food, 
clothing and  shelter

✤Sexually transmitted diseases

✤Unplanned pregnancies

✤Sexual victimization 

✤Greater risk of self-harming behavior 
and suicide

✤Use of drugs and alcohol 
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REACTION TO TRAUMA

• Deep emotional distress

• Adversely impacts physiological system

• Interferes with motivation

• Results in maladaptive behavioral changes

• Disengagement from life

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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INTERNALIZED PREJUDICE 
AND DISCRIMINATION
ROBINS, NOFTLE & TRACY, 2007

• Feel discomfort and disapproval regarding 
personal same-sex attraction

• Struggle to accept one’s gender or sexual 
identity

• Experience conflict between wishes for 
authentic identity and belonging 

• Despises that they identify with stigmatized 
group 

• Fear of connecting with other LGBTQ youth

• Develops low self-esteem and believe they 
are bad, shameful or unworthy of love
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THE REAL ISSUE
KORT, 2018

Youth and teens can 
handle their LGBTQ 
orientation, but they 
struggle with the trauma of 
concealing it and not 
being able to express it or 
talk about and the 
negativity they get from 
those around them…… This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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http://musingsbyjodie.blogspot.com/2010/10/people-who-cyber-bully-you-should-be.html
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THE NEED TO COMPARTMENTALIZE

School Life

Home Life

Public Life Secret Life

Outed Life
Religious

Life
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WHERE IS THE CLIENT LOCATED 
HOW IS THE COMING OUT PROCESS GOING?

• Identity Confusion

• Who am I?

• Am I different?

• Identity Comparison

• Maybe I am gay.

• I’m alone.

• What are gay people like?

• Identity Tolerance

• I accept the possibility that I maybe gay.

• (Begins to look for gay contacts).

• Identity Acceptance

• I am gay. Am I okay?

• Come out to some people with care.

• Identity Pride

• I am proud to be gay.

• I don’t (and won’t) pass for straight.

• Identity Synthesis

• I am an okay person who happens to be gay
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TRANSFERENCE
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• Anger, fear, distrust, feelings of 
unfairness 

• Due to previous experiences with 
mental health or medical 
professionals 

• Due to previous experiences with cis 
people 

• Due to counselor lack of experience 
(may not be transference) 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://www.thedevinewrite.com/2013_12_01_archive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


THE CARE
Fostering a safe therapeutic atmosphere
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DEALING WITH DIFFERENCES-
CLIENT-COUNSELOR RELATIONSHIP

Therapeutic relationship holds identity differences and systemic and individual 
dynamics created by systems of privilege, power, and oppression.  Ber 
prepared to discuss

• Differences and similarities in identities that may impact 
the relationship 

• Privileged identities of the counselor 

• Counselor’s gender identity, expression, and concepts 
and its possible impact on the relationship
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INTERSECTIONAL IDENTITIES

29

• The counselor that struggles with 
helping LGBTQ youth and teen may miss 
LGBTQ related issues..

• The coming out process (and how 
issues of age, gender, culture, 
disability, and religion may impact 
the process for the client and for 
the client’s family of origin 

• Same sex relationship dynamics 

• Struggles with religion and 
spirituality impacting affirmed 
identity development 

• Bully and harassment at school

• Health care 
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://flickr.com/photos/deeplifequotes/7185617989
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


THE 
REMEDY 
FOR 
SHAME
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GAY-AFFIRMING APPROACH WITH 
YOUTH AND TEENS

KORT, 2018; CRISP, C., & MCCAVE, E. L. (2007)

• Provides a safe and affirming 
environment that allows for 
exploration of:

• Suppressed sexual identity 
development

• Internalized homophobia as a 
result of family-of-origin, 
religious and social bias

• Coming out stages/process

• Gay-Affirming approach is 
based on the 
understanding and 
knowledge that 
challenges the traditional 
view of gender and sexual 
minorities.  It views 
homophobia and 
heterosexism and a major 
deterrent to a therapeutic 
encounter.
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PRINCIPLES OF GAY 
AFFIRMING 

APPROACH 
(CRAIG, AUSTIN & ALESSI, 2013)

Affirms gender and 
sexual identity

Brings to light strengths 
for empowerment

Supports self-
determination

Supports exploration of 
sources of 

homophobia 

Considers problems in 
context of the trauma 
of discrimination ****

Empowers youth to use 
their voice to enhance 

consciousness and 
advocate for other 

LGBTQ youth
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TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE FOR LGBTQ 
YOUTH AND TEENS

ADOPTED BY SAMHSA

Approach

• Realizes the widespread impact of 
trauma and understands potential 
paths for recovery

• Recognizes the signs and symptoms of 
trauma in LGBTG youth and teens

• Responds by fully integrating 
knowledge about trauma into policies, 
procedures, and practices

• Seeks to actively resist re-traumatization

Principles

• Safety

• Trustworthiness and Transparency

• Peer support

• Collaboration and mutuality

• Empowerment, voice and choice

• Cultural, Historical, and Gender Issues
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GAY-AFFIRMING CBT FOR SEVERE TRAUMA
Empowerment to move forward
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GAY-AFFIRMING CBT FRAMEWORK

• A non-pathologize approach which affirms all sexual orientation and gender 
identity expression 

• Recognizes that LGBTQ youth may develop patterns of negative thinking 
about themselves as a result exposure to trauma and/or minority stress

• Utilizes CPT strategies to identify stuck points related to trauma and identity-
based stressors (e.g., sexual abuse, physical abuse, homophobic and 
transphobic bullying, family rejection) 

• Engages LGBTQ youth in CBT strategies aimed at improving coping related 
to both internal and external sources of distress. 
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THINKING-FEELING 
CONNECTION

CBT (BECK 2001)

36

• Cognitive Behavioral therapy (CBT) is 
based on the cognitive model. 

• That is, people’s emotions and behaviors 
are influenced by the way in which they 
perceive events. 

• The situation in itself does not determine 
how we feel. • It is the way we interpret 
and think about it

Application: Use of ABC sheets can help 
identify and working through unhelp 
thoughts about self, others and the world 
(can be used for trauma, internalized 
homophobia, and coming out process)



TYPES OF UNHELPFUL THINKING STYLES
HTTPS://WWW.CCI.HEALTH.WA.GOV.AU/SEARCH

• Mental Filter-”filtering out" process – a sort of "tunnel vision," 
focusing on only one part of a situation and ignoring the rest. 
Usually this means looking at the negative parts of a situation 
and forgetting the positive parts, and the whole picture is 
colored by what may be a single negative detail. 

• Jumping to Conclusions- We jump to conclusions when we 
assume that we know what someone else is thinking (mind 
reading) and when we make predictions about what is going 
to happen in the future (predictive thinking). 

• Personalization This involves blaming yourself for everything 
that goes wrong or could go wrong, even when you may only 
be partly responsible or not responsible at all. You might be 
taking 100% responsibility for the occurrence of external 
events.

• Awfulizing & Catastrophizing Catastrophizing occurs when we 
“blow things out of proportion“., and we view the situation as 
terrible, awful, dreadful, and horrible, even though the reality is 
that the problem itself is quite small. 

• Black & White Thinking This thinking style involves seeing only 
one extreme or the other. You are either wrong or right, good 
or bad and so on. There are no in between or shades of gray. 

• Shoulding and Musting- Sometimes by saying “I should…” or “I 
must…” you can put unreasonable demands or pressure on 
yourself and others. Although these statements are not always 
unhelpful (i.e “I should not get drunk and drive home”), they 
can sometimes create unrealistic expectations. 

• Overgeneralization- When we overgeneralize, we take one 
instance in the past or present, and impose it on all current or 
future situations. If we say “You always…” or “Everyone…”, or “I 
never…” then we are probably overgeneralizing. 

• Labelling We label ourselves and others when we make global 
statements based on behavior in specific situations. We might 
use this label even though there are many more examples that 
aren’t consistent with that label.

• Emotional Reasoning This thinking style involves basing your 
view of situations or yourself on the way you are feeling. For 
example, the only evidence that something bad is going to 
happen is that you feel like something bad is going to happen. 

• Magnification and Minimization In this thinking style, you 
magnify the positive attributes of other people and minimize 
your own positive attributes. It’s as though you’re explaining 
away your own positive characteristics or achievements as 
though they’re not important
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EDUCATE

• Educate and teach coping skills & self-care
• Coping skills is the basis for adaptive and working though the trauma process-identifying 

unhelp coping skills gives insight into the unmet needs
• Self-care –encouraging self care puts value back on the client to remind themselves and 

others that they matter

• Unhelpful thoughts
• When a person experiences an unhelpful emotion (eg, depression or anxiety), it is usually 

preceded by a number of unhelpful self-statements and thoughts-understanding, identify 
and working to change unhelp thoughts is a major step to empowerment (can use 
thought diary and ABC sheets)

• Stuck points
• Stuck points are thoughts that keep us from recovering. Stuck points are concise 

statements that reflect a thought – not a feeling, behavior, or event. (can use stuck point 
sheet)

• Assimilated stuck points are thoughts that are looking back on the past (e.g., the should have, 
could have, if only, it’s my fault, etc). 

• Over-accommodated stuck points are present and future oriented. (i.e. I must be on guard at 
all times, I must conceal who I am so that I don’t get bullied)
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
IMPACT

Exploring impact statements can help 
reveal stuck points and deeply held 
beliefs and assumptions that influence 
feelings and behaviors

Instructions:

Hand write how the difficult event 
impacted how you view yourself, 
others, and the world. Also write how 
this event impacted how your view 
relationships with significant others in 
your life, your view of being safe, your 
view of power, your view of health, your 
view of control, your view of trust, and 
your view of your self-esteem.

39
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WORKING TOWARD 
YOUR PREFERRED 
FUTURE-VISION
A vision statement help client’s to tap into 
their preferred future and set the stage for 
empowerment and forward movement.

Instructions:

Take a moment to close your eye and 
quiet your mind and get a mental picture 
of what your life would look like on the 
other side of this trauma.  Hand write how 
you envision your life mentally, 
emotionally, relationally, spiritually.  What 
strengths do you see yourself possessing?  
How to do you see yourself professionally?  
What does your level of fitness and health 
look like?  How secure do you see 
yourself?  How safe do you see yourself?  

40
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GAY-AFFIRMING SOLUTION-FOCUSED THERAPY
Focusing on solutions and not problems
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SOLUTION-FOCUSED THERAPY FOR LGBTQ
(OUER, 2016)

Short-term approach in which the focus is on the solution and not the 
problem

The focus is on client’s desired outcome, future outlook, as oppose to what 
they want to leave behind

The focus is on listening for cues of success as oppose to failure

Helps clients to discover solutions that already lies within
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WHY USE GAY-AFFIRMING SFT FOR 
TRAUMATIZED YOUTH LBGT? (OUER,2016)

Reduces re-traumatization
Easily to use with gay- affirming approach 
Improves internal locus of control
Fosters autonomy
Builds self-esteem
Expands perspective about the future
Empowers towards self-advocacy
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SFT 
ASSUMPTION 

ABOUT 
TRAUMA

• Acc e p t a n c e -Helper understands that client is doing 
client is doing their best under the circumstance
circumstance

• Re la t io n s h ip -Client-Helper relationship has 
has therapeutic value

• Po s s ib ilit y - Client’s present situation does not 
does not necessary determine their future
future-

-
anything is possible

anything is 
-doubt is raised about status 

raised about status quo-they have the power and 
power and resources to change

• Pro b a b ilit y -Client see the likeness of a intimate 
intimate relationship without violence-
they began to visualize solutions

they began to 
-They begin to see and 

believe that change happens all the time
• Ac tu a lit y -Client begins to use innate power  and 

resources to change circumstances-puts change in 
actions-small changes serves as a catalyst for bigger 
one
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF PROBLEM

Problems, solutions 
and goals are 

conceptualized 
based upon what it 

means to client

The gender/sexual 
orientation are not 

seen as the problem

Exceptions to the 
problem builds 

solutions

Focus on the positive, 
solutions, the future, 

and encourage 
change in the desired 

direction
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SAFETY FIRST
46

• Use scaling questions for safety: On a scale of 0-10 
with 10 being completely safe; When you made 
the call to schedule this appointment on that same 
scale how safe where you? (assessing for lethality 
and SI/HI)

• Using that same scale, how safe do you feel in your 
household, school, neighborhood, job and now? 

• On a scale of 0-10 with 10 being the most 
confident; how confident are you if you continue 
doing what you are doing now that you will be 
safe?

• What steps needs to be taken now to ensure your 
safety (safety plan)?

• What will it take to eliminate weapons, pills and so 
forth so that they are not available (eliminating 
means)?

• Who can you reach out to when you feel unsafe 
(identifying safe people)?

• Where can you go when you do not feel safe 
(identifying safe places)?



ESTABLISHING GOALS: THEY ARE..

• Defined in terms of client’s preferred/desired future

• Small, specific and solid

• Described in positive terms

The beginning of…..

The presence of ….

• Perceived by client as involving their own strength and resources

• Realistic, achievable, and measurable
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THE NATURE OF CLIENT-HELPER 
RELATIONSHIP

• Relationship is more important than technique

• Helper places emphasis on rapport and cultivates it continuously

• Helper provides an atmosphere where client is affirmed and empowered 

• Helper is genuinely present

•

• Resistance does not exist
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THE NATURE OF CLIENT-HELPER RELATIONSHIP-
CONT’D

• Visitor/Host-client and therapist are unable to develop a goal and are 
unable to envision a solution for the problem 

• Complainant/Listener-client and therapist identify and discuss 
problems but are unable to identify steps towards solutions

• Customer/Seller-client and therapist are able to develop a goal and 
client is engaged and is motivated to work toward solutions
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE

Language is the tool 
for 

change/acceptance

Use of client-
preferred 

name/pronouns is 
affirming

Helper preserves 
client’s exact 

language

Helper does not 
interpret client’s 

language

Helper brings to light 
the positive aspects 
of client’s language

Helper omits the 
negative aspects of 

client’s language
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THE POWER OF LANGUAGE

Problem Talk

➢ Labels

➢ Talks about what is not working

➢ Talks about the past

➢ Fear-based talk about the future

➢ Creates negativity

Solution Talk

➢ Talks outside the problem

➢ Talks about exceptions

➢ Talks about preferred future

➢ Creates positivity
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THE POWER OF 
LANGUAGE-CONT’D

• Change talk 
(seeking differences)

• Solution talk 
(constructing 
preferred futures)

• Strategy talk (plans 
on making the future 
a reality) 
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THE POWER OF LANGUAGE-CONT’D

• Progress-client speaks of moving 
forward and is actively working on 
goals

• Stable-client‘s language suggests 
they remaining consistent

• Regress-client‘s language points to 
the fact that client has retreated from 
desired goals
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INTERVENTION-PRE SESSION QUESTION
(JONG & BERG, 2002)

Purpose: to seek out pre-existing solution

❖ Provides insights into goals

❖ Provides a basis of hope that offers and opportunity for client to 
visualize a future without trauma, harassment, discrimination

❖ Empowers client to be the initiator and main agent of change for 
their situation

❖ Brings to light that change can take place outside of the scope of 
therapy

 Examples: Between the time you called to make this appointment 
and the time you came in today, what things have changed for the 
better?
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INTERVENTION-
BEGINNING SESSION 

QUESTIONS
(JONG & BERG, 2002) Examples: What would you like to see different? 

What would you like to see instead of the problem? 
What are your best hopes? What differences will 

that thing you hope for make? What works? What 
will be the next signs of progress? What is better 

since your last appointment?

Purpose: Offers opportunity to shift their perspective 
for the future 

To elicit hope for a 
different future

To elicit change 
talk as to what 

cane be different

Offers the opportunity 
to describe future with 

or without problem 
and/or without 
negative affect



INTERVENTIONS-EXCEPTIONS QUESTIONS
(JONG & BERG, 2002)

56

Examples: What small aspect of the last bullying episode were you able to 
influence? How did you manage to not ditch school the last time you got 

bullied?; What made you decide to go and talk to the school social worker 
as oppose to further isolating yourself?; 

Purpose: Clarifies conditions for change 

Elicits client’s innate strength and 
resources that  can help client to 

construct a stress/trauma-free reality and 
the ability to solve problems

Focuses on tangible evidence of when 
client was able to keep themselves safe

Fosters hope to finding solutions to meet 
goal to get connected to community 

support and make changes



INTERVENTIONS-MIRACLE QUESTION
(JONG & BERG, 2002)
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• Purpose: To clarify goals

• Foster hope that change is possible

• Removes real and perceived restraints

• Examples: Suppose you left here today 
and went home and a miracle happened 
and the violence came to an end; how 
will you know?; What will be the first small 
sign that tells you that the miracle 
happened?; Suppose there are times 
when the miracle has already happened; 
what is different?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://philosophicaldisquisitions.blogspot.com/2011/02/arguments-to-and-from-miracles-part-3.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


INTERVENTIONS-COPING QUESTIONS

Purpose: To partner with client that feels hopeless or stuck

➢ Show support for client’s goal to live an independent life if they 
choose to do so

➢ Help’s client to visualize the strength to survive a difficult situation

➢ Re-emphasizing that things could be worse

• Examples: How have you manage to survive the bullying and 
harassment as school? What keeps you going despite these terrible 
circumstances? When was there a moment when you were able to 
cope a little bit better? Looking at your situation, things could be 
worse, what are you doing to keep it from getting worse? What things 
or resources keep you going?
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INTERVENTIONS-SCALING QUESTIONS

Purpose: To quantify intangible and to evaluate progress
➢ Allows client to rate the strength of their goals, confidence, 

and motivation
➢ Allow client to Identifies movement between session
➢ Allow client to see how others are reacting to solution finding 

progress
• Example: On a scale of 0-10-where 10 is very willing to do what it 

takes to keep yourself safe, how willing are you today?  What 
things will you put in place to keep yourself safe? On a scale of 
0-10 10 being most likely; how likely are your peers to say that 
you are able to stop cutting, doing drugs or drinking?
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DEVELOPING COPING SKILLS

• Breathing: Square-Breathe in for 4, hold for four and breathe out for four and hold for four: Repeat

• Breathing with a floored feather

• Yoga

• Grounding 5-4-3-2-1: 5- look; 4-feel; 3-listen; 2-smell; 1good thing about yourself

• Positive self-talk: make a list of things to say to self based upon various scenarios

• Zen garden

• Random act of kindness

• Draw/color

• Blow bubbles

• Activate creative skills: writing a poem, pen a song or rap, write a story etc.

• Nic thing jar/bag: write down things that you like to do: pick one and do it

• Engage in self-care
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PAYING TRIBUTE-
COMPLIMENTS

• Compliments…
• Used throughout the 

client-helper relationship
• Enhances cooperation
• Reinforces feelings of 

competency
• Enhances self-esteem
• Points out positive and 

successful efforts
• Must be genuine and 

sincere

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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https://sweetykannoth.wordpress.com/2014/09/18/the-art-of-complimenting
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


THERAPEUTIC TASKS

• Visitor: Compliment strengths-give direct compliment-
positive evaluation and offer an opportunity to return with 
the rationale to discover solutions for problems

• Complainant-Compliment strengths and assign an 
observing task.  Give rationale for the assigned task. The 
task is to observe exception or making exceptions 
deliberate

• Customer-Compliment and assign a working task.  Give 
rationale for the task to do more of what’s working-if not 
working then do something different
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THE CASE OF JACQUE
Gay-Affirming Solution-Focused Approach for Trauma
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THE CASE OF JACQUE
• Jacque is a 13 yr old 8th grader.  He has been brought in by his parents because he 

has been skipping classes, grades are dropping, and being observed as being very 
isolative.  Mom reports that Jacque has been acting this way since going away to 
Summer camp last Summer.  Mom reports that he came home different.  Mom 
reports that he will not talk to them and always says that nothing is wrong.

• Jacques intake form revealed that his gender was male and sexual orientation gay.  
Jacques reports that he went to Summer camp and engaged in a sexual act with 
another male camper.  Jacque reported that was the first time that he gave in to his 
urges.  

• Jacque reports that since going to 8th grade he has been teased and called names 
after some of his friends tried to get him to talk to a girl in their class and her refused 
and told them he was not into her.  He does not consider this as coming out to his 
friends.  He has been made fun of every since and not his friends do not talk to him 
or sit next to him on the bus.  One of his friends threaten to fight him and he did not 
really know why.  So he started ditching school.  Jacque does not do drugs but has 
considered it just to cope.  Jacques is not suicidal, but reports feelings alone and 
misunderstood.  Jacques is angry, hurt and afraid.  Mostly afraid of coming out to his 
parents.
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BRIEF TRANSCRIPT
C: What is your best hope from our time together?

Jacque: I want to stop feeling angry and afraid

C: Ok, so you hope not to feel angry and afraid; what would you like to feel instead? (looking for 
the presence of something rather the absence)

Jacque: I  would like to feel courageous, secure, and decisive

C: What would you notice different in your life that would let you know that you were feeling full of 
life, secure and decisive?

Jacque: I would have the courage to tell my parents that  I am trans, not be afraid to go to school, 
not be afraid to speak up for myself when other kids make fun of my and do mean things to me.

C: Ok, more courage, by deciding to do tell your parents that I’m gay, not being afraid to go to 
school and speaking up for your self …you would feel courageous? (using client language and 
context)

• Jacque: Yes, it would help me to be stop cutting school, be more focused and bring up my grades
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BRIEF TRANSCRIPT CONT’D
o C: Ok, anything else you would like to have happen as a result of our successful work together?

• Jacque: That covers it.

• C: Ok, so feeling courageous, secure and decisive. Also having courage to tell your parents that you 
are gay.  

• Jacque: Yes

• C: Ok Jacque, lets put this aside  (put notes on desk) just for a moment and get to know one 
another.. (listening for strengths, values, priorities and resources) (art of small talk)

• C: Ok, so on a scale of 0-10, where 10 = being more courageous and 0 is the opposite.  Where 
would you say you are right now? (scaling) 

• Jacque: Right now?

• C: Yes, right now

• Jacque: about 3, I’m afraid because I do not want to be looked at differently.  I do not want to be 
made fun of.  I do not want to hide who I really am
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BRIEF TRANSCRIPT CONT’D

• C: I see, you are really struggling with fear. What would it look like to not hide who you are.  What would 
be different for you?

• Jacque:  Well, I would be able to feel comfortable being me

C: Feeling comfortable, what would the first thing you would notice once you were feeling comfortable 
being you?

Jacque: Hmm I do not know, I imagine that my parents would love and accept me.  They would not be 
disappointed.

C: It seems you are looking for love and acceptance from your parents… I have an interesting 
question for you, if you left here now and noticed that a miracle happened and 
suddenly felt love and acceptance from your parents, despite that nothing else in the 
world around your changed, what would you notice first? (elicit details/miracle)

Jacque: I would notice feeling more settled in my mind and being more confident. I would noticed that 
I would feel ok….being me-being gay.  I would notice being able to look my parents in the eyes and 
oppose to always having my head down. I would notice  being more social at home as opposed to 
being locked up in my room.
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BRIEF TRANSCRIPT CONT’D
• C: Jacque, you have already demonstrated great strength today.  You have shown how courageous you are about trying 

to hold on your true identity while waiting for the best time to let your parents know. It seems that you have come to terms 
with who you are mentally and emotionally, now you desire to relationally. (can take time to educate on stages of coming 
out and what that looks like).  It seems that you have already made up your mind, so let’s explore coming out to your 
parents…what do you think would be the first few things you would notice when the time was right to talk to your parents? 
(compliment)

• Jacque: The first thing would be that my parents were is a good mood, not arguing about me or anything else and there 
was a peaceful atmosphere. 

• C: Great, so you will look for the time where your parent were in a good mood and the atmosphere was peaceful before 
approaching them.  Sounds good.  When we meet next time let’s talk a bit more about how to approach your parents 
about coming out?

• Jacque: Yes, that will be great!

• C: So as we wrap up our time today, I would like you to keep in mind that scale we mentioned earlier and notice anything 
that lets you know that you are moving up on that scale-even if it just a small move. Then consider the impact on your 
confidence, decision-making process, and relationship with your parents. Ok? (miracle question)

• Jacque: Ok, I can do that.
• C: Jacques I want to give your some resources to help you as your consider when and how you will come out to your 

parents, is that ok? The Trevor project has some good information about coming out.  You can go online to 
https://www.thetrevorproject.org/about/programs-services/coming-out-as-you/#sm.0000b2a3gjf4pdb8zqw1i16dyzqwi

• Jacque: Sure, thank you
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SOME TOOLS OF THE TRADE

• Mixed Emotions cards-facilitates exploration and desired future

• Story board-facilitates communication with parents and helps depict desired future

• Sandtray

• Empowerment cards: explore self on deeper level and discover & release inner 
strength

• The NOW habit to work through procrastination

• Self-compassion deck

• Self-esteem Totika

• Growing Happy-positive psychology cards

• Uno
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RESOURCES

The Trevor Project

For Counselor

https://www.lgbthealtheducation.org/publication/ready-set-go-guidelines-tips-collecting-patient-data-sexual-
orientation-gender-identity/

https://www.counseling.org/knowledge-center/lgbtq-resources

https://www.nami.org/find-support/lgbtq

Resources by state:

https://www.lambdalegal.org/sites/default/files/publications/downloads/fs_resources-for-lgbtq-youth-by-
state_1.pdf

https://www.glsen.org

For families and allies https://www.pflag.org

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/diverse-populations/lgbtq/lgbt-families/

LGBTQ youth resources gaycenter.org

https://www.cdc.gov/lgbthealth/youth-resources.htm
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RESOURCES CONT’D

• F@B-Fridays | Broadway Youth Center. F@B is a feisty, fun, and safe space for 
youth to actively participate in health education relevant to their lives and 
perspectives. In addition to the charm and spunk of our staff facilitators, 
things like food, safer sex supplies and access to free and confidential HIV/STI 
testing are also provided. For more info, call 773.935.3151.

• C2P Youth Center @ Washington Park 4:30PM Tue at 4:30-7:30pmWashington 
Park Refectory, 5531 S. Russell Dr. Chicago, IL 60615

• http://www.centeronhalsted.org/youth.html- Youth at the center. questions 
about our program or would like to become a Center on Halsted youth 
member, please call us at 773.472.6469 or send an email 
to youthintakes@centeronhalsted.org.
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THINGS TO CONSIDER IN COUNSELING 
LGBTQ YOUTH AND TEENS

1

Disclose sexual 
orientation and 
identity-Most LGBTQ 
client’s will not seek 
out a straight 
therapist. Being 
genuine and 
authentic are 
building blocks to 
rapport and trust.  
Appropriate self-
disclosure can help 
client in making an 
informed decision to 
continue treatment

2

Do not deny personal 
homophobia and 
heterosexism- Many 
straight counselors 
are very accepting 
and genuinely desire 
to work with the 
LGBTQ population.  
However, have 
heterosexist imprint-
Be aware to 
countertransference 

3

Educate self of 
correct terminology-
LGBTQ community is 
fluid and term and 
meaning change.  
Work to stay abreast 
and be open to 
learn from your 
client.

4

Be accepting of 
how youth or teen 
identifies-affirm their 
thoughts and 
feelings about 
gender identify and 
sexual orientation

5

Assess their stage of 
coming-out and 
educate on coming-
out process-this calls 
for the straight 
counselor to 
understand the 
stages of gay and 
lesbian identity 
development and 
be knowledgeable 
about the 
Cass model for 
coming-out

6

Be prepared to offer 
resources-have 
resources on hand 
to help enhance 
socialization and 
support. (ie affirming 
magazines in waiting 
room and office and 
a list of local 
agencies).  
Providing good and 
correct information 
can help with some 
of the challenges 
they face
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BEING A SAFE PERSON
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• Remember…

• Orient client to focus of therapy-to 
find solutions

• Assess for safety

• Client is the expert

• Client-helper relationship is 
therapeutic

• Work toward client’s desired goal

• Reflect using client’s content and 
context

• Listen

• Attend

• Compliment 

• Use questions to establish and clarify 
goals

• Use langue to seek out exceptions 

Be affirming
Be supportive

Be respectful

Be Compassionate

Be Resourceful
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CONTACT INFO
BERYL J ARMSTRONG, MS. LCPC, NCC

beryljarmstrong@yahoo.com
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